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Chapter 13: Networking and Quality 
work among local food producers in 
Scania, Sweden 
Bitte Müller-Hansen 

 
The legal requirements for quality assurance in the food industry are harder than for 
many other types of businesses. How do all these small producers manage to fulfil 
the legal requirements of quality assurance? In food industry, it is s tradition to work 
in cooperatives. Many of these have in recent years become so great that several of 
them have been sold to other larger groups of companies.  
 
Instead we can see other kind of networks starting to emerge among the food pro-
ducers. What benefit can the small food producers get from their networks, can 
they be to some help in quality work for these small food producing companies? 
 
A quality model, the Kano model was used as a frame of reference when 6 smaller 
food producers with different types of production were interviewed. 
Traditionally, food producers in Northern Europe seem to be more interested in 
quality assurance and food safety. Quality aspects such as regional origin and fla-
vour have been considered as higher valued in southern Europe. 
In this study we could see a different pattern where the entrepreneurs interviewed 
valued the importance of delivering what in the Kano model is called "attractive 
quality" and that the legal requirements of quality assurance systems were just seen 
as “must-be quality” that wasn’t enough to give customer satisfaction.  
 
Quality and customer satisfaction, quality from different 
perspectives. 
 
One definition of Quality is the one that Bergman & Klefsjö (2007) uses: 
” The quality of a product is its ability to satisfy and preferably exceed, customer needs and expec-
tations” (s.26) 
As it is the customers’ expectations that decides what quality is, we must identify 
our customers and their needs. In the chain from producer to consumer we have 
customers in several steps. According to Björklund et al (De lokala 
matproducenterna och daglivaruhandeln, 2008) the small food producers has to 
respond to various needs from wholesalers, some form of certification and logistics 
solutions with e-commerce. The customers’ needs and expectations according to 
Lundqvist (Lokal och regional mat, En studie om konsumtenters, producenters och 
handles inställning och erfarenehet av lokal och regional mat, 2004), on regional 
products was primarily that it would taste good, be fresh, high quality, be healthy 
and being produced in Sweden. 
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Quality work among producers must first include the identification of which 
customer segments to work against and then from there, to work with quality 
development. As Bergman & Klefsjö (Kvalitet från behov till användning, 2007) 
puts it, the organization should find the answer to the question: who are their 
customers and to whom creates a value?  
How the customers react to various quality dimensions can be illustrated by a model 
called the Kano model (Kano, Seraku, Fumio, & Tsuji, 1996).  The Kano model 
(see figure 1) explains the difference between customers' different needs and how 
they affect customer satisfaction related to degree of fulfillment. The bottom curve 
of The Kano model shows the basic needs. They are not pronounced but is 
expected to be satisfied anyway. For food producers it’s subjects such as food 
safety. You should not become sick from the food you buy. The customer is not 
satisfied when the basic needs are met, but very unhappy if they are not. This quality 
element is also known as “must-be quality”. 
The next type of need is the stated requirements, what you order. If I would like to 
have a ripe cheese and ask for it so I'll be satisfied when I taste that it is ripe and 
dissatisfied if it is mild. A direct link between fulfillment and satisfaction is showed 
in The Kano model here. This quality element is called “one-dimensional quality”.  
Top curve in The Kano model shows requirements that the customer is not aware 
of, there's something unexpectedly positive that the customer receives. An example 
of this may be that the customer who’s buying the cheese can see cows on the 
pasture, the cows that gave milk to the cheese they bought. They see how healthy 
the cows looks and have a positive experience. If the customers don’t receive this 
“attractive quality” they are not dissatisfied, but very satisfied if they receive it. 

Figure 1 The Kano model (Kano, Seraku, Fumio, & Tsuji, 1996) 
So if the producers understand their customers' different needs it seems to be the 
base for customer satisfaction. 
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Outlook in Europe  
There are theories that the very concept of quality is different in Northern and 
southern parts of Europe. So argues for example Parrott, Wilson & Murdoch (Spa-
tializing Quality: Regional Protection and the Alternative Geography of Food, 2002) 
that the northern parts of Europe mostly focus their quality work on food safety 
and public health in the light of the BSE and other scandals. In southern Europe; 
Italy, Spain, Portugal and France on the other hand, we appreciate more the region-
al origin and the specific taste depending on "terroir". In the southern part of 
Europe they has also long used special designations for various regional products 
with special quality requirements. In France since 1918 the brand AOC that means 
Appellation d’Origine Controllée, on wines originally but now on all kind of food. 
The tradition of such markings were, according to Parrott and others (Spatializing 
Quality: Regional Protection and the Alternative Geography of Food, 2002), the 
reason that the EU in 1993 introduced two different labels of origin, Protected 
Designation of Origin (PDO) and Protected Geographical Indication (PGI). 
Among the countries of southern Europe that had a tradition of these labels on 
their products, these EU markings become popular, however, among the countries 
of Northern Europe, it is still a few countries that have applied for these labels to 
any great extent, according to official EU material (Advisory Group International 
Aspect of Agricukture, 2012).  
By comparison had Sweden 1 registered name in 2000, 2 in 2003 and today 5.  This 
way of labelling and preserve food products may not be just a good thing says Ame-
rican scientists Bowen & Master (New rural livelihoods och museums of product-
ion? Quality food initiatives in practice, 2011) as they indicate that these markings 
can preserve older methods of production, quote: ”these certification schemes also 
necessarily freeze production technique’s” (s. 77) 
 
Voices from local food producers in Scania, Sweden 
Let’s listen to six voices from local food producers from Southern Sweden. The 
questions are used in another RegFood work (Brinkmann, 2014), but now the an-
swers will be mirrored to the theories of Quality and networking. 
 

Presentation of the producers and their compa-
nies  
Justusjuice. Apple Orchard with fruit and Berry processing, beverages, dining, 
food, hiking, B&B, bakery, etc. Julia started when she and her husband bought the 
property in the first place as a residence, but later discovered the potential. Daugh-
ter Juliette went on an education in food and meal science and contributed ideas 
and knowledge. The company has been around for about 4 years, Julia has had 
other food-related missions with a lot of networking for about 15 years. They sell 
their products of their shop in the restaurant and through other channels. 
 
Ko-diary. Kornelia started a year ago when she wanted to change direction in 
her working life. She lacked certain dairy products from her home country and 
was also interested in producing organic products after having a baby. Only 
Kornelia herself is employed in the company, she has participated in a one-year 
education in small-scale food production. Kornelia practiced networking a lot 
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during her studies and has continued in that way. Sale is in her shop into the 
dairy where customers can see the process, as well as through shops in the 
neighbourhood and other farm shops.  
 
Lauritz Mustard. Lauritz has a farm where he also refines what he cultivates, 
formerly spices but now mainly production of mustard from home-grown mus-
tard seed. A farm shop since the last few years with one employee except for the 
family. Lauritz started 20 years ago and has been active in networking for the 
last 15 years. Selling in their own farm shop and through various retailers, other 
farm shops.  
 
Mummy’s sausage. Marielle and Malin started a catering company already 
while studying at higher education in the area of food and meal science. At the 
end of the study period the made their concept of a company for sausage produc-
tion and sales through a homely restaurant with a special concept.  Already dur-
ing the study period they started intensive networking which was the background 
to start the company in city of their studies despite the fact that both came from 
other cities before the studies. Sales at the counter in the restaurant and through 
resellers in their network. 
  
Nickyhoney. Nicky has been involved in beekeeping with honey since childhood 
but began with membership in a honey producer’s network in 1972. He has been 
very active in this Organization for many years in different positions but are now 
beginning to downsize his operations by age reasons. The company have most 
been a part-time job alongside other work. Sales at home "at the door", in mar-
kets and through stores in the neighbourhood.  
 
Olofs Farm. Olof breed pigs, sheep and cows together with partners (beef cat-
tle). At the farm of includes 700Ha they are also cultivating among others: grain 
and grass seeds. Olof have built up his networks for several years, as a student at 
boarding school, as agricultural student on a few large estates in Scania, as a 
student in Lund, United States, and Denmark as well as trainee within a global 
company. When he became 40, he started his own business in order to work with 
the values he stands for where good animal husbandry is vital. Sales through 
selected shops and market halls. 
 
Customer knowledge that can provide customer 
satisfaction. 
 
To see how food manufacturers meet more specific customer requirements and also 
can meet unconscious needs, companies must know who are their customers. It is, 
after all, quality defined in the concept of the vendor to satisfy customers' needs 
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007).  The following questions should examine whether food 
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producers were aware of who their customers are and how they work with customer 
satisfaction. 
 
"What are your biggest consumer groups?" 
Julia replied that it was middle aged quality and nature enthusiasts without children 
and young nature enthusiasts without children. She reflected herself that children 
were not represented but concluded that there was less money in families with 
children. Kornelia had two different customer groups identified: on the one hand, 
customers from her former homeland which recognized the dairy products that she 
produced. The second customer group was conscious food lover families, a lot of 
families with children who were concerned about what the children ate. 
 
“Asking about what the cows eat. Taste of everything and makes sure that  
children should taste. Children are curious and interested.” 
 
Even middle-age customers, large width of customer group, but it is customers who 
are not price-sensitive. 
Lauritz has customers who have made an active choice. They don't buy his mustard 
becouse they are out of it in the refrigerator, they would have a relationship to the 
product, knowing the field where the seed has grown. 
 
“The important is the story of the mustard, the background and the relationship. The customer 
wants an experience beyond the ordinary.” 
 
Customers at Mummys Sausages are foodies. They have a lot of guests from 
Denmark, many of them have summer houses in the neighborhood and seems to 
have another food culture, are more curious. Even customers from major cities in 
the region such as Malmö. Not too many from the nearest, smaller city. 
Nickyhoney traditionally had most middle-aged and older among its customers 
but in recent years had TV chefs made honey trendy so they had acquired a new 
group of custumers there. 
Olof had three target groups; the wealthy middle-ages, those who care about 
animal welfare and the foodies that: 
“The skip paying their rent just to be able to by a cutlet from us.” 
 
"How do you work with customer relations?" 
Kornelia has received more attention during her first year than she thought. Would 
like to work more structured with custumer relations. She is often at markets and 
show her products, but do not believe in ads. 
Lauritz has many small customers, other farm shops, which are the same size. The 
customers become more like friends. Have short lines of communication, direct 
communication and a high level of service, it also provides a competitive advantage. 
Mummy’s Sausages says: Our customers appreciate very much the personal touch, to tell them 
me how we have done, to tell them when we were in France, we tell and tell and educate, but not 
everybody appreciate it. 
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Nicky meets a lot of customers in markets where he can provide information about 
their products, why different honey has a different color, customers don’t get that 
information in regular stores. Combine sales with talking about beekeeping, 
showing up a beehive maybe. 
Olofs Farm are working with social media and have a high transparancy. 

Summary analysis 
When it comes to customers, it appears that these food producers had a clear 
view of who was their customer groups and why their custumers bought products 
from them. In these answers you can see that many also understood that 
customers wanted their “Attractive Quality” and that it was these needs the pro-
ducers worked with to satisfy by showing how they work and talk about their pro-
duction. The word "attractive quality" according to The Kano model was not used 
by any of those interviewed but still they worked in that way.  
The distinction made between producers in Southern and Northern Europe 
doesn’t seems to fit in here. What we see here among these producers is that it is 
the factors of origin and the taste of the artisan work that their customers value.  

Networking and the advantage of it. 
Smaller food producers often organizing themselves in differnt types of network 
and interacting with other companies have historically proved to be a success factor 
(Borg, 2005). A number of questions attempted to identify how this is affecting 
these food producers. What do they think of as networks? 

”Whom are your main suppliers”? 
Julia has a neighbour that picks the apples in Julia's orchid and then delivers the 
juice, bottled and labeled. A few different suppliers of flour for different needs, 
some more conventional mills as well as a small "museum mill" run by volonteers.  
Kornelias main supplier is the farm that deliver her milk, a very good cooperation 
she says. 
Lauritz produces the mustards seed himself but has other local suppliers to the 
ingredients. In product development they use mostly local ingredients, if they cant 
get local producers perhaps the don’t fulfill the project.  
Mummys sausage use a local providers which in turn interacts with other local 
producers and distributes their products, “Bondens skafferi”. They are very satisfied 
with the service provider but also has contact with some local farms that can deliver 
meat, including wild game meat from the nearby castle. 
Nickyhoney has his bees as its primary suppliers but purchase packaging, wax and 
winter food for bees (sugar) by external suppliers. 
The own farm products, is the raw materials for Olof’s Farm. Then deliveries from 
approved slaughterhouses because they are too small to have its own. 
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"What are your primary production partners (sub-contractors, co-owner of 
production equipment, other business partners with whom you collaborate in 
the production of goods and services)"? 

Justusjuice has a partner working with birch sap to whom Justusjuice also is part-
owner, a brewer which refines the birch sap to beer and another juice producer 
that are both vendor and customer. 
Kornelia has some equipment along with her milk supplier, in order to produce 
butter. 
Lauritz grow the most raw materials but says: 
If we buy vinegar from someone, they will be interested in getting mustard made with their vinegar. 
In this way we will get strong connections with each other. 

Mummys sausage send recipes on their sausages to a producer who makes the 
sausages after their recipes. 
We thought it was a hassle not having control ourselves but got the advice to do so by a contact 
person at the Skåne Food Innovation Network that it was far too big an investment to get a 
smoking equipment for sausage, themselves. 

For Olof is the basic structure for cooperation that there has to be fundamental 
values that are the same. Ambitious partners with the same core values. Olofs Farm 
interact with many different types of companies to deliver experience products to 
their customers. 

"How formalized is your collaboration with your business partners?” 
Justusjuice have had cooperation in some years with suppliers who have been 
verbally. Now increases the production and they are going to have a more 
formalized cooperation. When it comes to their products with alcohol, it requires 
formal written agreement. 
Kornelia has no formal agreement with her largest supplier, they have verbal 
agreements that are developed as production is extended. 
Lauritz has no written contract, either to buy or sell. Everything is based on trust. 

 “A handshake is a handshake in this world of regional producers.” 

Mummys sausage has no contract, they are trying to just show up where things 
happen and make connections. 
Nicky is a member of the honey procusers organization and with their company 
“Honungsförädlingen” have written contracts. 
Olofs Farm do write a kind of cooperation agreement, which he knows would not 
be sufficient in the court, but he wants a clear structure for the cooperation. 
Inportant is that the parties involved have the same vision. Often his business in 
based on personal contacts and he also point out the importance of the 
handshake. 

"Are you members of a formal business collaboration or network?" 
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Organizations mentioned here in the various responses were: The Federation of 
Swedish Farmers (LRF) , The Rural Economy and Agricultural Societies 
(Hushållningssällskapet), Culinary Heritage, Transformat at Krinova Science 
Park, some Facebook group, The distributer “Bondens skafferi”, Culinarium 
(Matrundan), Shortcut Österlen (Genväg Österlen), The organization of 
Honeyproducers (Biodlarföreningen) and certainly more that one didn't remeber 
during the interview. Several companies said thet these organizations did not 
offer much help, but that they had contacts with other producers and then could 
do projects together with those you met in the organization. Some network was 
good for the credibility and from some you had magazines that was interesting. I 
noted that a Facebook group also was seen as a formal network. 
 
”How often do you use this network?” 
For some, it was seasonal, for others it was contacts every day. Some found it diffi-
cult to give an answer because it was done spontaneously at the time. 
 
"How much you rely on this networks/business relationships? (Consider 
what would happen if you lost this cooperation or this relationship.) " 
Justusjuice would have lost part of their profile if they only had larger suppliers. 
Kornelia says she has thought about it and it would have been a problem, but she 
didn’t had to close her business. She'd been looking for someone else. 
Lauritz also says that it would be sad, but he can’t lose all at the same time. Not as if 
delivered to the ICA (a big wholesale) 100%. 
Mummys sausage is very keen on its network but if they are losing someone there 
are others left. 
Nicky is not worried: 

“Demand is still as great as it is utopian, there is a deficit of honey.” 
 
Olof has worked abroad before and built up similar network so he knows he can do 
it again. 
 
Summary analysis 
It turned out to be many different types of network and producers were connected 
with a variety of strong ties. 
The various networks were important and in many cases it was very close cooperat-
ion with the partners, but no one felt entirely dependent on their networks. It would 
go to build up new again if the current disappeared, but it would be sad to lose 
good realtions and contacts. Really formalized networks as food producers tradit-
ionally built up according to Borg (Den skånska livsmedelsindustrin - projektrap-
port inom Skånes industriella arv, 2005) appeared to be only for the beekeeper in 
their nationwide organization with the spun-off company "Honungsförädlingen". 
Where the producers joined the more traditional networks as LRF, it was in order 
to receive benefits as magasins and cheaper insurance for example, not directly to 
develop their business. 
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On the other hand, there were many looser forms of cooperation based more on "a 
handshake" or a group on social media for contacts across the country as in a new 
industry like farm dairies. There are many ideas of what is considered to be a 
network.  
The utility of the networks were in several cases a help to sell each other's products. 
You can see that smaller food producers are working on different networks in diffe-
rent stages of the value chain. Networking was also a way of marketing 

 
Quality requirements that are mandatory 
"Quality" in this case are more the basic needs in Must-be quality in the The Kano 
model, such requirements on food safety the National Food Agency has legislation 
on. Where the wholesalers sometimes puts on higher quality requirements, these 
requirements can be like  within the one-dimentional needs in The Kano models.  
How did the producers work with this demand? 
 

”Do you cooperate in your network with regards to quality control and 
HACCP for example?” 
Julia says: no, we have cooperation with those who already have HACCP. 
Kornelia had different kinds of interaction here: On her education, she was helped 
and was taught the basics but said: you need to read a lot yourself or enlist the help 
of a consultant. One of the teachers on her education has good networks and has 
helped her. The more formal network “Gårdsmejeristgruppen” was as confused as 
she herself about the legislation. 
Lauritz mustard tried to form his own system, mostly on his own. 
Mummys sausage don’t think it difficult, but some of their partners they've got to 
help a bit. 
Nickyhoney used to have some help from their organization and the guidelines 
from the National Food Agency . 

 
Summary analysis 
We see that the work with the mandatory quality requirements looks very different. 
For those with a strong organization as beekeepers, there is a good formal cooperat-
ion with current authority. Their organization also developed guidelines. For a new 
and sensitive industry as dairys where some smaller dairies just started, it's been a 
problem with the fact that no one really knows how to read the requierments. Most 
of the producers don’t need any help with this. 
 

• Local food producers in this aera of Sweden tend to see the contct with the 
consumers as a vital point of their business. Wath do you think is the benefit 
of that? 
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• Branding local food with labels as PDO and PGI is populair in sothern part of 
Europe. Not doing that in the northern part of Europe is that bad or can it be 
good? How do you think about that? 

• Studies have found that small scale producers don’t use Quality tools for deve-
loping their business. Are there other ways they can work developing their bu-
siness? Have you found any examples fo that in this chapter, if so, what? 
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